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ABSTRACT

Seeing What We Measure or Measuring What We See?

The Content-Analytic Deconstruction of Visual Moral Exemplification via

Unidimensional and Multidimensional Codebooks

by

Musa Inayat Malik

Given the inherently subjective nature of moral content analysis (MCA), high intercoder

reliability (ICR) statistics reported in extant MCA literature have been questioned. This

paper argues that greater precision in identifying morally relevant content cues via

multidimensional coding schemes can minimize the likelihood of subjective coder

interpretations being applied during the coding task, thereby yielding high ICR statistics.

Accordingly, and derived from Moral Foundations Questionnaire - 2 (MFQ-2), we offer the

seminal version of the Moral Foundations Content Codebook (MFCC-1) which provides a

rule-based framework for the identification of morally relevant cues, specifically in visual

content. Our findings support the claim that a multidimensional MCA codebook, as opposed

to a unidimensional one such as the coding manual for Model of Intuitive Morality and

Exemplars (MIME), yields comparatively greater ICR statistics. However, these still remain

below thresholds for minimum acceptable reliability. In our post-hoc analyses, we find that

acceptable reliability for MFCC-1 can also be achieved but only after constraint adjustment
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procedures that take into account the degree of coder disagreement (i.e., slight versus

severe). Additionally, we observe enhancement of discriminant, predictive, and external

validities when using ratings as derived from MFCC-1. We discuss these findings and

provide explanations inspired from the cognitive bias literature that speculatively rationalize

why coders using unidimensional MCA codebooks, in general, can be expected to perform

worse than their counterparts.
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I. Introduction

Moral Foundations Theory (MFT; Graham et al., 2013) suggests that there are five

innate, universal moral foundations that exist among individuals across cultures, and that

each foundation is associated with its virtue and vice dimensions that respectively indicate

whether a particular moral foundation has been upheld or violated. These include Care /

Harm (i.e., compassion, empathy, or sympathy toward others, particularly those in need or

distress), Fairness / Cheating (i.e., equal and just distribution of rights, opportunities, and

resources among individuals or groups), Loyalty / Betrayal (i.e., commitment or allegiance

to one’s in-group, expressed through actions that uphold and support the interests and

wellbeing of the group), Authority / Subversion (i.e., recognition and respect for legitimate

leadership, societal rules, and established hierarchies), and Purity / Degradation (i.e., respect

for and adherence to principles cleanliness, sanctity, and moral integrity, often related to

bodily, social, and spiritual concerns).

Drawing upon MFT and Exemplification Theory (Zillmann, 1999), the Model of

Intuitive Morality and Exemplars (MIME; Tamborini, 2013; Tamborini & Weber, 2020)

proposes a reciprocal association between media and audiences. According to the MIME,

exposure to media content that exemplifies disparate innate motivations can heighten the

significance of those motivations in the minds of audiences. As these intuitive motivations

become more salient, viewers actively seek out additional media content that features these

motivations. Consequently, media creators are motivated to produce content that aligns with

the desired intuitive motivations of their audiences (Tamborini, 2013; Tamborini & Weber,

2020). For analytical purposes, the MIME operationalizes specific moral representations in

media content along MFT dimensions. Indeed, several studies have utilized the pragmatic
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utility of MIME variables across multiple domains of moral content analysis (MCA)

research (e.g., Aley & Hahn, 2023; Hahn et al., 2017; Malik et al., 2021).

From a conceptualization perspective, while both the MFT and MIME have accelerated

MCA research within the previous decade, an increasing number of alternative paradigms

have been posited that undertake the dissection of specific MFT foundations, contending

that individual moral foundations delineated by MFT potentially exhibit multidimensional

characteristics. These include, inter alia, perceptions of fairness encompassing notions of

equality or equity (Atari et al., 2023), recognition of multiple components within the

construct of purity (Inbar & Pizarro, 2022), applications of group-oriented social justice

concerns pertaining to the moral domains of Care and Fairness (Janoff-Bulman & Carnes,

2013), as well as examinations of interpersonal dynamics within a given context to

comprehend the predominant moral motivations exhibited (e.g., unity, hierarchy, equality,

and proportionality) (Rai & Fiske, 2011).

From an operationalization perspective, given the intensely subjective nature of the

moral construct, high intercoder reliability (ICR) statistics reported in previous MCA

literature have also been questioned (Hopp & Weber, 2021; Weber et al., 2018). While

content analysis is formally regarded as a research methodology for establishing replicable

and valid inferentials that situate extracted content features within context sensitive

meanings (Krippendorff, 1989), recent critiques emphasize there exist fundamental

challenges associated with the overcoming of psychological constraints within MCA coders.

These constraints are attributed to individual differences in moral intuitions across different

coders and have been argued to remain saliently active during traditional MCA coding tasks

(Hopp & Weber, 2021; Weber et al., 2018). In contrast to previous studies reporting high
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ICR statistics, and within the paradigm of traditional MCA, recent research (Tamborini et

al., 2021) has also started to demonstrate that coders are indeed unable to reach acceptable

intercoder agreement on multiple moral content categories despite leveraging the

extensively utilized MIME coding manual (Tamborini et al., 2017). Therefore, this paper

argues that there remains an opportunity for much needed research on further MCA

methodological development.

In addition to acknowledging that latent constructs activate coder schema in a

differential fashion (see Potter & Levine-Donnerstein, 1999 for a detailed discussion on

projective latent constructs), this paper contends that greater precision in identifying morally

relevant cues (and in the current study specifically within visual content) can indeed

facilitate the direct measurement of deeply latent moral constructs in reliable and valid

ways, especially given their potential for minimizing the likelihood of subjective coder

interpretations being applied during the coding task (Neuendorf, 2011). More specifically,

the central claim of this paper is that multidimensionalMCA coding schemes, as opposed to

unidimensionalMCA coding schemes, can help achieve greater coding precision and,

subsequently, higher ICRs. Accordingly, this paper seeks to make the following three

important contributions.

First, this paper offers the seminal version of the Moral Foundations Content Codebook

(MFCC-1) which provides a fine-grained, rule-based framework for the identification of

moral content cues and facilitates the multidimensional, as opposed to unidimensional,

evaluation of individual moral foundations derived from the recently introduced Moral

Foundations Questionnaire - 2 (MFQ-2; Atari et al., 2023). MFQ-2 not only provides

revised survey items that contribute towards increased robustness of MFT in a cross-cultural
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context but also introduces the decomposition of the Fairness moral foundation into the

separate components of Equality and Proportionality (see Atari et al., 2023 for a detailed

discussion on the empirical significance of this decomposition). In this manner, MFCC-1

encourages MCA literature to keep up with theoretical innovations already being introduced

in state-of-the-art MFT research. Additionally, MFCC-1 expands the provisioning of moral

content codes via the introduction of variables that are also reflective of moral vices, going

beyond the sole provisioning of moral virtues as outlined within MFQ-1 and MFQ-2 derived

survey items.

Second, MFCC-1 captures substantial information about the context of unique moral

acts and introduces the measurement of situational factors (e.g., family, military, education,

etc.) for understanding how context-specific factors influence the saliency of moral

exemplification in visual content. In addition to providing important insights that facilitate

comparative post-hoc analyses for the MFCC-1 and MIME coding schemes, this paper

argues that given the influence disparate contextual variables have upon human moral

evaluations, the incorporation of these additional variables will further facilitate the

contextualization of individual moralized acts via content analyzing them in interactional

relationships, as opposed to in isolation as is common within extant MCA literature, and

thereby result in more robust ecological validity.

Third, while traditional MCA research has remained largely focused on textual corpora

as primary data sources, this paper prioritizes the relatively underexplored novelty of an

extensive MCA on static images extracted from the Socio-Moral Image Database (SMID;

Crone et al., 2018). While distinctions within the activation dynamics of moral intuitions

and moral reasoning as initiated via visual versus verbal stimuli remain unarticulated within
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the framework of MFT, researchers have argued that they are theoretically informed by

information processing paradigms (Yang et al., 2018). Visual stimuli, owing to their direct

and immediate nature, hold a heightened capacity to promptly capture attention, evoke

emotional responses, and activate innate physiological reactions (Geise & Baden, 2015;

Lang et al., 2015). Conversely, the sequential and cognitive nature of verbal information

aligns it more with the fostering of deliberate moral reasoning. In light of potentially

delineated pathways that could underscore cognitive divergence in the processing of

text-based stimuli as compared to visual representations (Slovic et al., 2017) as well as our

objective of expanding the scope of MCA research into multiple modalities, we believe that

the choice of visual imagery for the current study remains an interesting as well as relatively

understudied one.

A. Current Literature

MCA research has increasingly utilized MFT as a pragmatic conceptual framework for

the identification of moral cues in textual and visual content. However, MCA literature

remains almost entirely focused, and thereby limited, in its adoption of unidimensional

coding schemes that operationalize higher order representations of individual moral

foundations in media content whilst rendering scarce attention to the multidimensional

nature of individual foundational constructs (e.g., how can individual subdimensions of

Loyalty / Betrayal be operationalized) as well as their sensitivity to non-moral content

factors (e.g., how can situational factors such as military action or marital conflict modulate

the saliency of Loyalty / Betrayal). For instance, moral foundations have been routinely

operationalized via the development of idiosyncratic coding manuals that researchers

leverage for assessing the binary presence (or absence) of a given moral domain (Bowman
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et al., 2014; Brown & Silver, 2022; Hoover et al., 2020; Wang & Liu, 2021). Alternatively,

researchers have also remained reliant on the logic of the MIME (Tamborini, 2013;

Tamborini & Weber, 2020) and in turn leveraged an extensively utilized, but limited in

replicability (see Tamborini et al., 2021; Weber et al., 2018), coding manual that

operationalizes and identifies moral intuitions (Grizzard et al., 2017; Klebig et al., 2021) or

motivations (Aley et al., 2021; Hahn et al., 2019; Hahn et al., 2022; Lewis & Mitchell, 2014;

Tamborini et al., 2017) salient across a range of narratives. Furthermore, some studies have

also attempted to extend beyond simple moral prevalence focused paradigms via the

integration of moral exemplification in content with character specific evaluations, albeit

still in a relatively straightforward fashion (e.g., hero/villain status, affable/surly

expressions) (Hahn 2021, Tamborini et al., 2017). Finally, Computer-aided Text Analysis

(CATA) approaches have also drawn interest from MCA researchers who frequently utilize

off-the-shelf, dictionary-based solutions, commonly implemented with a bag-of-words

(BoW) model logic and constructed with the assistance of expert or crowd coders, for

estimating the prevalence of individual moral foundations across large textual corpora

(Bayrak & Alper, 2021; Hoewe et al., 2020; Long & Eveland, 2021; Malik et al., 2021;

Wendell & Tatalovich, 2021; Zhou et al., 2022).

B. Optimality in Construct Measurement

The unidimensional evaluation of moral constructs in content analytic research (i.e.,

Care / Harm, Fairness / Cheating, Loyalty / Betrayal, Authority / Subversion, Purity /

Degradation) can be argued to be suffering from similar problems as observed in the

adoption of single-item (SI) measures in traditional questionnaire research designs. Indeed,

SI measures in survey research are frequently considered as an expedient, scalable, and
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cost-effective solution (Allen et al., 2022). But SI measures are only useful for unambiguous

constructs that remain particularly narrow in scope (e.g., job satisfaction) (Diamantopoulos

et al., 2012). Criterion deficiency and measurement unreliability concerns are rightfully

raised when SI measures are utilized for the evaluation of latent constructs (DeVellis &

Thorpe, 2021) suggesting that it remains implausible for SI measures to exhaustively

represent the multidimensionality of complex psychological constructs (e.g., justice ethics).

For instance, in MCA research, Loyalty / Betrayal codings almost never make distinctions

between moral exemplifications that suggest, inter alia, nationalistic indoctrination, alliance

with enemy forces, political apathy, tribalistic attitudes, patriotism, communal pride, and

sports spectatorship, all of which could be differentially associated with other moral

foundations. While such concepts, albeit not exhaustively, are indeed tapped into via MFQ-2

survey measures these remain entirely unaccounted for during traditional MCA SI coding

tasks. In this regard, multiple-item (MI) indicators are regarded as more accurate and valid

representations of the latent construct in question (Sarstedt & Wilczynski, 2009) as these

result in adjusted measurement values via the averaging out of errors and particularities

inherent to the evaluation of unique items (Sarstedt et al., 2016), allow for the application of

statistical procedures that provide internal consistency measures (Bergkvist & Rossiter,

2007), and even enhance predictive validity of the measurement tool via the explanation of

greater variance of specific external criterion (Graf et al., 2018). In fact, extending beyond

survey research, the incorporation of multiple indicators in content codebooks for the

investigation of individual latent constructs has also been successfully implemented in

previous content analytic research. Indeed, and as expounded in Neuendorf (2011), reliable

measurements via multiple indicators have certainly been achieved for disparate latent
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constructs including, inter alia, defamation (Simon et al., 1989), journalistic framing (Jones

& Himelboim, 2010; Van Gorp, 2007), trust in nurses (Radwin & Cabral, 2010), political

humor (Morris, 2009), website interactivity (Ghose & Dou, 1998), website user satisfaction

(Muylle et al., 2004), welfare policy centered public discourse (Kinney, 2006), and cultural

collectivism versus individualism (Zhang, 2009).

Keeping the aforementioned arguments and explanations in mind, this paper first seeks

to address the following hypothesis:

H1: MI moral measures (as measured via MFCC-1 coding scheme) will exhibit higher

ICR statistics as compared to SI moral measures (as measured via MIME coding

scheme).

C. Moral Foundations’ Dissociability

A central proposition of MFT is that moral foundations are sufficiently distinct to be

treated as separate cognitive modules (Haidt & Joseph, 2008). As the authors of MFT have

previously explained (Graham et al., 2009; Graham et al., 2013; Haidt & Joseph, 2008),

these five candidate foundations emerged from a meticulous examination of lists of virtues

(or moral concerns) that exhibited widespread presence, though not necessarily universality,

across cultures, and concurrently possessed plausible and established evolutionary

explanations underpinning related psychological mechanisms. Within this analytical

framework, it was found that the overarching human inclination towards caregiving,

nurturance, and safeguarding vulnerable individuals resonated with discussions on the

attachment system (Bowlby, 1969) while the widespread human preoccupation with

principles of fairness, reciprocity, and justice were aligned with evolutionary literature on

reciprocal altruism (Trivers, 1971). Consequently, the Care / Harm and Fairness / Cheating
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foundations were collectively termed as the “individualizing foundations” which are

essentially characterized by their emphasis on individual rights and welfare and are derived

from the ethic of autonomy (Shweder et al., 1997).

Similarly, virtues of loyalty, patriotism, and self-sacrifice in service of the collective,

coupled with a heightened vigilance against traitorous actions concurred with research into

the evolutionary development of coalitional psychology (Kurzban et al., 2001), and virtues

associated with subordinates (e.g., obedience and respect for authority) paired with virtues

attributed to authorities (e.g., leadership and safeguarding) harmonized with theories

concerning the evolution of hierarchical structures in primate societies (de Waal, 1982) and

the evolution of consent-based human hierarchies (Boehm, 1999). Finally, virtues centering

on purity and sanctity, integral to many religious doctrines, found alignment with theories

regarding the evolution of disgust sensitivity and contamination aversion (Rozin et al.,

2000). It is essential to recognize that practices associated with purity and pollution were

argued to hold significance beyond mere hygienic considerations, serving vital social

functions like demarcating cultural boundaries of a group (Soler, 1979) and curbing the

inclination towards self-centered behaviors frequently linked to human instinctual

tendencies (e.g., lust, hunger, material greed) via the fostering of a more elevated and

spiritual mindset.

These three distinct foundations, Loyalty / Betrayal, Authority / Subversion, and Purity /

Degradation, have been collectively referred to as the “binding foundations” which

essentially underpin the emphasis on loyalty to groups, adherence to duties, and cultivation

of self-control, characteristics that are integral to conservative and religious moralities.

Importantly, however, these “binding foundations” have been found to further cluster in a
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differential manner with Loyalty / Betrayal and Authority / Subversion being derived from

the ethic of community (Shweder et al., 1997) while Purity / Degradation being derived

from the ethic of divinity (Shweder et al., 1997).

The explanations outlined above, therefore, strongly imply that an effective, reliable, and

ecologically valid MCA coding scheme should possess the capacity to identify the content

representations of unique moral foundations in dissociable fashions and in line with the

stated theoretical predictions of MFT. Accordingly, this paper seeks to address the following

additional hypothesis:

H2: MI moral measures (as measured via MFCC-1 coding scheme) will exhibit greater

discriminant validity as compared to SI moral measures (as measured via MIME

coding scheme).

D. Situational Factors

Communication scholars have written on the importance of considering the context for

decades since it is a fundamental part of decoding messages (Pettegrew, 1988). MCA

researchers have also argued strongly in favor of adopting context-sensitive approaches for

moral content extraction (Weber et al., 2018; Hopp & Weber, 2021; Kennedy et al., 2021;

Cingel & Krcmar, 2020). Unsurprisingly, therefore, for a complete understanding of

foundation-specific moral exemplification in visual content, it remains essential to content

analyze them within contextually embedded paradigms. Indeed, disparate non-moral factors

have been shown to influence human moral evaluations, including, inter alia, racial

affiliation in the context of criminality (Barmaki, 2020; Jardina & Piston, 2021; Majavu,

2020), sex differences and their influence upon expected gender roles (Hoffmann & Musch,

2019; Roper, 2019; Stoet & Geary, 2018), ageism and biased social perceptions (Hehman et
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al., 2014; Marques et al., 2020; Ng & Lim-Soh, 2021), asymmetric target evaluations as a

function of national narcissism (Bertin et al., 2022; Kervyn et al., 2008; Wollast et al.,

2022), and the role of religious identification in modulating ingroup-outgroup prejudice

(Everett et al., 2016; Gervais et al., 2011; Strabac & Listhaug, 2008). It can therefore be

argued that studies seriously compromise their ecological validity when content analyzing

moral exemplification in naturalistic media content via their disregard of disparate

situational factors which could potentially influence, in substantial ways, the insights

generated from their research procedures (Hester & Gray, 2020).

Keeping the aforementioned arguments and explanations in mind, this paper further

seeks to address the following research question:

RQ1: What is the relationship between visual moral exemplification (as differentially

measured via the MFCC-1 and MIME coding schemes) and situational factors?

Additionally, insights generated from RQ1 are meant to further facilitate the post-hoc

analysis of differentials in discriminant and predictive validities achieved via both the

MFCC-1 and MIME coding schemes.

E. Research Bias in Selecting Content Domains

MCA research has remained focused on textual corpora or visual narratives as primary

data sources. Static images, on the other hand, have remained relatively underexplored. This

is surprising as contemporary morality is routinely exemplified within the visual image

paradigm (Clark, 2020; Joo & Steinert-Threlkeld, 2022; Korkmazer et al., 2021; Mortensen

& Trenz, 2016; Pradantyo et al., 2021). Indeed, while textual comprehension remains a

consequentialist outcome of human learning processes, visual information processing has
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been argued to be an evolutionarily antecedent capacity that contributes towards enhanced

cue accessibility (Barry, 1997; Gazzaniga, 1998; Gibson & Zillmann, 2000), strengthened

evocation of emotional reactions (Grabe & Bucy, 2009; Tukachinsky et al., 2011), as well as

the provisioning of an important channel for message framing and persuasion effects (Geise

& Baden, 2015; Joo et al., 2014; Soroka et al., 2016). Accordingly, as visual stimuli are

inherently processed in an involuntary manner, their discernible impact on the formulation

of moral judgments can be argued to primarily transpire through the elicitation of moral

intuitions while the impact of verbal information can be argued to predominantly be

emanating from its propensity to engage cognitive processes linked to moral reasoning

(Yang et al., 2018). Furthermore, research has demonstrated that there indeed remains

cognitive divergence in the processing of text-based stimuli as compared to visual

representations (Slovic et al., 2017), that textual information is routinely associated with

properties that elicit high-level construal within audiences (Carnevale et al., 2015), and that

high-level construal is differentially associated with individual emphasis on moral values

(Napier & Luguri, 2013).

Previous research on images, content analytic and otherwise, has also applied visual

framing perspectives for studying morally-contentious issues surrounding conflict (Bouko et

al., 2021; Brantner et al., 2011; Esfandiari et al., 2021; Ireri, 2022; Issa, 2022), racial,

gender, and sexual prejudice (Askanius & Keller, 2021; Askanius, 2021; Batova, 2021;

Braumüller et al., 2020; CohenMiller et al., 2020; Fahmy, 2004; Kapidzic & Herring, 2015;

Průchová Hrůzová & Zápotocký, 2022; Rogers, 2020), political representation (Bast, 2021;

Haßler et al., 2021; Mortensen, 2015; Schill, 2012), beauty standards (Akinro &

Mbunyuza-Memani, 2019; Heuer et al., 2011; Varava, 2016; Yan & Bissell, 2014),
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sustainability (Carolan, 2022; Krause & Bucy, 2018; Milanesi et al., 2022; Rebich-Hespanha

& Rice, 2016; Rebich-Hespanha et al., 2015), and homelessness (Bowen & Capozziello,

2022; Goldfischer, 2018; Lundberg, 2021). In light of the above outlined evidence,

therefore, this paper argues that there is substantial opportunity for MCA researchers to

extend their efforts towards the static image content domain as well.

II. Methods

A. Data Collection

Static images for MCA were retrieved from the SMID (Crone et al., 2018). Extant moral

psychology stimuli datasets have been critiqued for their lack of emphasis upon conducting

repeated ecological validations, expanding the modality and context space within which

moral content is represented, accounting for the prevalence of multiple moral classes

contributing towards moral complexity within a unique content piece, as well as departing

from a focus on moral violations and incorporating instances of moral upholding within

content. In response to these concerns, Crone et al. (2018) crowdsourced the SMID moral

stimulus dataset consisting of 2, 941 public images (including moral content not only

limited to human-based moral actions but also animals and inanimate symbols as targets of

moral evaluations), evaluated on affect, arousal, moral wrongness, and the intensity of five

moral foundations as posited by the original MFT (Graham et al., 2009), via 820, 525

individual judgments across 2, 716 participants. While the current study focuses on an

“expert” content analytic approach that does not utilize these crowd-sourced ratings in its

primary analyses, post-hoc evaluations of the relationships between MFCC-1 & MIME

variables with the available SMID crowd-ratings, stratified along SMID participants’ gender
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and political affiliations, were conducted for purposes of external validity comparisons.

These post-hoc analyses are accordingly reported in the results section.

B. Coder Groups

Two content analyses were conducted using separate and independent human coder

groups. Each coder group received equivalent involvement incentives, i.e., course credit,

and were subject to the same amount of training time. Coder groups were small by design,

i.e., g1 = 2 , g2 = 2, a common procedure in traditional content analyses, and consisted of

undergraduate research assistants who participated for a total of two academic quarters at

the University of California Santa Barbara. Coders, independently of each other, received an

initial training which lasted for about one hour. Subsequently, coders, again independently of

each other, attended weekly one-hour research meetings where issues were discussed and

questions clarified.

Differentiations between these coder groups pertain to the specific coding tasks assigned

to them. For the first coder group ( g1 ), coding instructions and conceptual definitions of

moral foundations followed established protocols as outlined in traditional MIME content

analyses (Tamborini et al., 2017). In particular, g1 was responsible for generating content

codings corresponding to the unidimensional evaluation of individual moral constructs as

outlined in the MIME coding manual (see Table 1 in SM). On the other hand, for g2

conceptual definitions of moral foundations were generated from MFQ-2 and

operationalizations were provided as outlined in the MFCC-1 (see Table 2 in SM). In other

words, g2 was responsible for generating content codings corresponding to the

multidimensional evaluation of individual moral constructs.
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Additionally, annotation procedures on SMID were conducted using a third and

independent human coder group, i.e., g3 (n = 2). g3 received coding instructions for

identifying the contextual settings moralized acts are embedded within as outlined in the

MFCC content codebook (see Table 3 in SM). Importantly, g3 was responsible for

generating content codings corresponding to the content categories SMID images are

reflective of (e.g., family, military, education, etc.). In summary, keeping in mind their

similarities as well as their differentiations, we conceptualize the organization of our coder

groups in the following manner: g1 = MIME coders, high-involvement, medium training;

g2 = MFCC-1 coders, high-involvement, medium-training; g3 = General coders,

high-involvement, medium-training.

C. MIME Moral Measures 

g1 were instructed to code unique SMID images in a sequential fashion. For an

individual and unique image , and in line with Weber et al. (2018), g1 was first required to𝑖

specify which moral foundation is most salient, where corresponds to the𝑀𝐹
𝑚

𝑀𝐹
𝑚

relevant variable code as provided in Table 1 (SM). Additionally, g1 was required to specify

which moral foundation is second-most salient in the presented image, thereby𝑀𝐹
𝑚

providing a two-layered saliency level variable where corresponds to primary and𝑆𝐿
𝑛

𝑛

secondary saliency levels respectively. Subsequently, this procedure was formalized as

below:

∀ 𝑀𝐹
𝑚

 · ∀ 𝑆𝐿
𝑛
 :  𝑚 ∈ { 1 ,  .  .  .  , 5 } ·  𝑛 ∈  { 𝑃 ,  𝑆 }  

𝑀𝑀 
𝑖 ,  𝑀𝐹

𝑚
 ,  𝑆𝐿

𝑛

 =  𝑓  :   𝑓 ∈  { 0,  1 }  ⇒    0 ∨  1 
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where indicates the binary presence or absence of a unique moral foundation and𝑓

is reflective of the moral measure score for unique image and at saliency𝑀𝑀 
𝑖 ,  𝑀𝐹

𝑚
 ,  𝑆𝐿

𝑛

𝑖

level . Furthermore, and in line with Weber et al. (2018) and under the given condition𝑆𝐿
𝑛

that equals 1, g1 was required to indicate the valence of identified moral𝑀𝑀 
𝑖 ,  𝑀𝐹

𝑚
 ,  𝑆𝐿

𝑛

foundation for unique image . Accordingly, this procedure was formalized as below:𝑀𝐹
𝑚

𝑖

 ∋  𝑀𝑀 
𝑖 ,  𝑀𝐹

𝑚
 ,  𝑆𝐿

𝑛
 
 =  1

𝑀𝑀𝑉 
𝑖 ,  𝑀𝐹

𝑚
 ,  𝑆𝐿

𝑛
 

= 𝑣 × 1 :  𝑣 ∈  {  1,  .  .  .  , 5 } 

⇒  1 ≥  𝑀𝑀𝑉 
𝑖,  𝑀𝐹

𝑚
,  𝑆𝐿

𝑛
 
 ≤  5

where is a valence score indicated on a 5-point Likert scale (e.g., completely loyalty,𝑣

mostly loyalty, both loyalty and betrayal, mostly betrayal, completely betrayal) and

is reflective of the moral measure valence score for unique image , moral𝑀𝑀𝑉 
𝑖 ,  𝑀𝐹

𝑚
 ,  𝑆𝐿

𝑛
 

𝑖

foundation , and at saliency level . In summary,𝑀𝐹
𝑚

𝑆𝐿
𝑛

1 ≥  𝑀𝑀𝑉 
𝑖,  𝑀𝐹

𝑚
,  𝑆𝐿

𝑛
 
 ≤  2

indicates the upholding of moral foundation , indicates𝑀𝐹
𝑚

4 ≥  𝑀𝑀𝑉 
𝑖,  𝑀𝐹

𝑚
,  𝑆𝐿

𝑛
 
 ≤  5

the violation of moral foundation , and suggests𝑀𝐹
𝑚

𝑀𝑀𝑉 
𝑖,  𝑀𝐹

𝑚
,  𝑆𝐿

𝑛
 

=  3

within-foundation moral ambivalence (Weber et al., 2018). Accordingly, and in line with

this logic, for each of the 10 MIME dimensions (e.g., betrayal) MIME ratings for an

individual SMID image ranged between 0 (i.e., completely absent) and 3 (i.e., completely

present).

D. MFCC-1 Moral Measures

g2 was also instructed to code unique SMID images in a sequential fashion. For an

individual moral dimension and unique image , g2 was required to specify whether𝑀𝐷
𝑚

𝑖
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or not a unique moral dimension item is present, where corresponds to the𝑀𝐷𝐼
𝑛

𝑀𝐷𝐼
𝑛

relevant variable code as provided in Table 2 (SM). In this fashion, the identification of

moral signals via multiple-item MFCC-1 procedures was formalized as below:

∀ 𝑀𝐷
𝑚

 ·  ∀ 𝑀𝐷𝐼
𝑛
  :  𝑚 ∈  { 1 ,  .  .  .  , 12 } ·  𝑛 ∈  { 1 ,  .  .  .  , 6 }  

𝑀𝑀 
𝑖,  𝑀𝐷

𝑚

 =
𝑛 = 1

6

∑ 𝑓  :  𝑓  ∈  { 0,  1 }

⇒  0 ≥  𝑀𝑀 
𝑖,  𝑀𝐷

𝑚
 
 ≤  6

where indicates the binary presence or absence of a unique moral dimension item and𝑓

is simply an aggregate moral measure with a lower-bound of 0 and an𝑀𝑀 
𝑖,  𝑀𝐷

𝑚
 

upper-bound of 6. Accordingly, and in line with this logic, for each of the 12 MFCC-1

dimensions (e.g., betrayal) MFCC-1 ratings for an individual SMID image ranged between 0

(i.e., completely absent) and 6 (i.e., completely present).

E. Situational Factors

Situational factors ) were selectively identified via the compilation of important(𝑆𝐹

topical factors that are routinely discussed in public polling codebooks (Gallup, 2022) as

well as academic research (Guo & Vargo, 2020; Vargo & Guo, 2017). Accordingly, a

non-exhaustive yet significantly diverse set of 24 were operationally defined in MFCC-1𝑆𝐹

as outlined in Table 3 (SM). Accordingly, g3 was instructed to identify relevant in 𝑆𝐹
𝑚

SMID images and this procedure was formalized as below:

∀  𝑆𝐹
𝑚

 :  𝑚 ∈ { 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  24 } 

𝑆𝐹
𝑖

=  𝑐  :   𝑐 ∈  { 0,  1 }  

where indicates the binary presence or absence of a unique . It is important to note𝑐 𝑆𝐹

here that g3 coders collaboratively performed these annotations for each SMID image. Peer
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discussion was encouraged so as to achieve resolution of coder inferential ambiguities as

well as remain consistent with definitional guidelines as provided in the MFCC-1 codebook.

E. Coder Training

Coders (independently) were required to attend in-person training procedures with the

lead author of this paper before they were considered qualified to evaluate SMID images.

The training procedure included reading detailed descriptions of each moral foundation, a

step-by-step guideline for SMID image coding (with examples), as well as the opportunity

to practice coding SMID images that had already been selected and evaluated by the lead

author. Coding instructions and the conceptual definitions followed protocols as per the

MFCC-1 and MIME coding schemes. Importantly, coders were required to verbally

complete several comprehension checks designed to assess their understanding of unique

coding items (for MFCC-1) and unique moral foundations (for MIME) and the coding

procedure. In-person feedback was given to each coder and training was not considered to

be complete until conceptual and definitional expertise was deemed to have been reached

according to the lead author.

III. Results

Analyses have been conducted using the Python programming language. All datasets,

scripts, and Supplemental Material (SM) are being made publicly available via the Open

Science Framework at

https://osf.io/rfpgh/?view_only=f1dd79c02fa84e049e69c63d43899c4d.

A. Primary Reliability Analyses

In response to H1, we computed a range of reliability metrics based on an “exact

agreement” logic. For example, agreement would be considered as exact if dimensional
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ratings across MIME coders were equivalent to “2” along the 4-point scale (i.e., 0 to 3).

Similarly, agreement would be considered as exact if dimensional ratings across MFCC

coders were equivalent to “2” along the 7-point scale (i.e., 0 to 6). Reliability metrics were

calculated using the open-source Python library agreement 0.1.11 which provides a

programmatic implementation of previously formulated reliability metrics for inter-rater

agreement measurement (Gwet, 2014). Specifically, we report the following metrics:

Cohen’s kappa (Cohen, 1960), Krippendorff alpha (Krippendorff, 1970), Scott’s pi (Scott,

1955), Bennett et al.’s S score (Bennett et al., 1954), and Gwet’s gamma (Gwet, 2008).

Additionally, for purposes of remaining consistent with reliability metrics as reported for

SMID (Crone et al., 2018) and using the Python package pingouin 0.5.32, we computed

intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) (McGraw & Wong, 1996) where both target (SMID

image) and rater (coder) were treated as random effects, coefficients were calculated based

on absolute agreement (as opposed to consistency), and the coefficient reflected the

reliability of a single rating.

We find partial support for H1. As can be descriptively observed in Figure 1, MFCC-1

ratings exhibit comparatively higher reliability metrics across the majority of moral

dimensions while MIME ratings outperform MFCC-1 specifically along the Care, Harm,

and Purity dimensions. Overall magnitudes across reliability metrics remain low, generally

ranging between 0.2 and 0.4 (see Tables 4 & 5 in SM for exact estimates), but also

consistent with ICC-specific reliability metrics as observed across crowd coders in the

original SMID paper (see Figure 1 in SM). Additionally, we find that these general trends

remain consistent across traditional MCA measures as derived from Cohen’s kappa,

2 https://pypi.org/project/pingouin/
1 https://pypi.org/project/agreement/
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Krippendorff’s alpha, and Scott’s pi. Interestingly, our results from Bennett et al.’s S score

and Gwet’s gamma provide insights that deviate from the general inferentials we provide

above (see Tables 4 & 5 in SM for exact estimates). While MFCC-1 ratings still outperform

MIME ratings across a majority of dimensions, the specific nature of those dimensions and

the absolute magnitudes in reliability that is achieved remains contentious. We refrain from

engaging in further interpretation on these two specific reliability metrics but speculate that

the variation in general trends as observed through the perspective of these two reliability

metrics can potentially be attributed as to how expected chance-agreement is differentially

conceptualized across reliability measures (Lovejoy et al., 2016). For purposes of

maintaining consistency with reporting norms in the MCA literature, we defer to the

interpretations as derived from Cohen’s kappa, Krippendorff’s alpha, and Scott’s pi.

Figure 1. Reliability estimates as derived from MIME and MFCC-1 ratings.
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Unfortunately, however, our findings still provide no definitive evidence indicating

whether or not the MFCC-1 rating protocol remains superior to the MIME rating protocol.

At best, our findings suggest that the adoption of a multidimensional MCA codebook holds

the potential to provide consistently less worse reliabilities as compared to a unidimensional

one. Accordingly, we wanted to conduct post-hoc error analyses that specifically model the

proportion of SMID images reflecting coder disagreement as a function of within-codebook

coder differentials. In other words, rather than focusing on maximizing coder agreement, we

were interested in evaluating whether either of the codebooks was successful in minimizing

coder disagreement. For instance, coder disagreements can be slight in nature (e.g.,

single-point deviations) or more severe (e.g., three-point deviations). Therefore, from an

alternative analytical perspective, we can expect that a reliable codebook would be more

likely to be associated with slight, as opposed to severe, coder disagreements.
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B. Secondary Reliability Analyses

We computed the absolute of differentials between MFCC-1 and MIME coder pair

ratings (e.g., | 3 - 2 | = 1; | 0 - 3 | = 3) and for each differential category extracted the

proportion of SMID images associated with it. Differential categories ranged from a

minimum of 1 to a maximum of 6 for the MFCC-1 rating protocol and a minimum of 1 to a

maximum of 3 for the MIME rating protocol. For purposes of standardization in visual

comparisons, we conceptualized MFCC-1 associated absolute differentials greater than 3

(i.e., 4, 5, and 6) as being equivalent to the differential category of 3. In this way, the

differential category of “1” represents slight disagreement while “3” represents severe

disagreement across both codebooks.

As can be descriptively observed in Figure 2, MIME ratings exhibit more severe

disagreement across each and every moral dimension as compared to MFCC-1 ratings.

These effects also remained consistent for the contrasting of Fairness / Cheating

disagreement with its MFCC-1 counterparts. Additionally, we observed that MFCC-1

ratings were consistently likely to be associated with slight disagreements as compared to

MIME ratings. Interestingly, for the specific dimensions of Equality / Inequality, we

observed that MFCC-1 ratings generally outperformed MIME ratings across every

differential category.
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Figure 2. Proportion of SMID images associated with a codebook as a function of
degree of disagreement. Positive values on the y-axis indicate association with MFCC-1
while negative values indicate association with MIME.
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In line with the above exploratory analyses, we collapsed MFCC-1 and MIME coder

ratings that exhibited slight disagreements, i.e., thresholding coder agreement within one

level above or below each other. We would like to emphasize here again that coder pairs in

our study had remained completely independent, i.e., they were unable to communicate

among each other to clarify confusion or resolve inferential ambiguities. As referenced in

Weber et al. (2018), such designs are rare and that traditional content analysts instead report,

“spending months in training sessions with coders, during which time they refined

categories, altered instructions, and revised data sheets until the coders felt comfortable

with what was expected of them and the analysts were convinced they were getting the data

they needed. It is typical for analysts to perform reliability tests during the development of

coding instructions until the reliability requirement is met as well” (Krippendorff 2013, p.

130).

We motivate our post-hoc analytical experimentations with the logic that the resolution

of slight differences in coder interpretations is a desirable outcome for MCA where marginal

deviations between coder pairs can be indicative of measurement error that might be

unrelated to differences in moral convictions and remains quite simply an artifact of the

coding procedure at-hand (e.g., unrefined codebooks). Accordingly, in cases where slight

disagreements emerged, we adjusted the rating of the first coder to match that of the second.

For the sake of analytical robustness, we adjusted the rating of the second coder to match
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that of the first as well. In this way, we were able to compute an interval that reflected

MFCC-1/MIME reliability ratings adjusted for slight disagreement.

As a reminder, ICR statistics within the context of content analyses are leveraged to

correct for chance agreement, i.e., the level of agreement that would occur by chance alone,

without any systematic agreement or shared understanding among coders, serving as a

baseline against which the actual level of agreement can be compared. If the observed

agreement between coders is significantly higher than the expected chance agreement, it

suggests that there is some degree of consistency or pattern in the coding process beyond

what would be expected due to random chance. Within our revised datasets adjusted for

slight disagreements, higher ICA statistics would indicate that there is systematic agreement

between coders that extends beyond random chance while lower ICR statistics would more

strongly reflect chance agreement or systematic disagreement between coders.

Interestingly, and as observed in Figure 3, our adjusted reliability statistics provide

strong evidence indicating that the MFCC-1 rating protocol indeed remains superior to the

MIME rating protocol not only in a comparative fashion, as was observed in our previous

analyses (see Figure 1), but also in an absolute manner, consistently yielding adjusted

reliability metrics that exceed minimum acceptable thresholds for traditional content

analytic purposes, i.e., every MFCC-1 dimension remains greater than 0.6. This substantial

increase in ICR statistics is not observed for the majority of MIME dimensions (see Tables 6

through 9 in SM for exact estimates as derived across both codebooks) lending credence to

our previous findings that the MIME codebook is more likely to be associated with severe

disagreements that can’t be accounted for with a straightforward post-hoc reliability

adjustment. We refrain from further interpretations of these exploratory analyses (as these
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extend beyond the scope of the current paper) but we strongly encourage future research to

explore the important interactions we demonstrate herein between the degree of codebook

complexity, adjustment in reliability parameters, and signal in moral content.

Figure 3. Disagreement adjusted reliability estimates as derived from MIME and
MFCC-1 ratings.

C. Convergent Validity Analyses

Before responding to H2, we first wanted to see to what extentMFCC-1 ratings exhibit

convergent validity with MIME ratings. Provided that these two measurement codebooks

evaluate similar constructs, albeit in distinct ways, we did expect to see a relatively high

degree of within-dimension convergence. As demonstrated in Figure 4, this expectation was
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indeed confirmed as MFCC-1 demonstrates highest within-dimension correlations (with the

exception of betrayal) for each respective dimension as measured via the MIME (see green

boxes on the diagonal which emphasize within and across codebook correlations).

Importantly, however, we note that these codebook-specific dimensions are not perfectly

correlated and each seems to be measuring aspects of an individual moral construct that

remain uncaptured via the other. Thus, while both codebooks remain convergent with

respect to their broader identification of overlapping moral dimensions, they provide unique

perspectives that remain unaccounted for when evaluated separately. Interestingly, and with

relevance for advancements in MFT research in general, we observe that Fairness / Cheating

(as measured via the MIME) correlates meaningfully with notions of Equality / Inequality as

well as Proportionality / Disproportionality lending further credence to the scholarly

viewpoint that performing the decomposition of Fairness / Cheating remains a viable

direction for future MCA research (Atari et al., 2023).

Figure 4. Correlation matrix demonstrating within and between dimension
correlations across MIME and MFCC-1 ratings.
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D. Discriminant Validity Analyses

In response to H2, we first implemented a Box-M test (Box, 1949) to check for equality

of multiple variance-covariance matrices across the two datasets. The analysis rejected the

null hypothesis, indicating that the variability of the data points (variances) and the

relationships between variables (covariances) differed significantly between overlapping

dimensions of the two datasets ( (36, 1932) = 2951.5, p < .001 ), suggesting that theseχ2

datasets may not be directly comparable. Accordingly, and as demonstrated in Figures 5

(correlation matrices), 6 (hierarchically clustered heatmaps), and 7 (network representations

of nomological structures) demonstrate, MFCC-1 reveals dimensional association patterns

that group together in systematic and theoretically meaningful ways. For instance, we see

MFCC-1 ratings discriminate remarkably well between moral virtues (i.e., Care / Equality /

Proportionality / Loyalty / Authority / Purity) and moral vices (i.e., Harm / Inequality /

Disproportionality / Betrayal / Subversion / Degradation). In other words, MFCC-1 ratings

suggest that, on average, SMID images that exemplify the upholding of moral foundations

are unlikely to simultaneously exemplify moral violations as well. While recent research has

indeed purported the proposition that “within-foundation” and “between-foundation”

vice-virtue exemplification should be considered valid phenomena within moral conflict

research (Hopp et al., 2020), we believe that the theoretical feasibility of such

exemplification patterns within SMID images, a database curated for maximizing moral

signal in visual content (as opposed to emphasizing moral ambiguity) remains implausible.

In line with this logic, we observe that MIME ratings exhibit a complex nomological

structure with several “within-foundation” and “between-foundation” vice-virtue

exemplification patterns emergent (e.g., Care / Harm, Purity / Harm, Loyalty / Subversion,
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Care / Subversion) suggesting that MIME ratings are more likely to result in findings within

which opposing moral dimensions manifest themselves simultaneously. Furthermore, and

again as observed in Figures 5, 6, and 7, we find evidence that MFCC-1 ratings provide

empirical discrimination between the “individualizing” upholding dimensions of Care /

Equality and the “binding” upholding dimensions of Loyalty / Authority. We further observe

that the moral violations “Inequality / Disproportionality”, associated with Fairness, cluster

together in meaningful ways while the “binding” violations of Betrayal / Subversion /

Degradation also correlate together. Additionally, “Harm” considerations are meaningfully

associated with almost every other moral violation which remains consistent with previous

research, and alternative theoretical paradigms, highlighting the important moderating role

of harm concerns in moral exemplification (Schein & Gray, 2018). MIME ratings provide

meaningful clustering of the “individualizing” violations of Harm/Cheating as well as the

“binding” violations of Subversion/Degradation. However, we also observe that MIME

ratings suggest potential associations between the dimensions of Care / Loyalty as well as

Authority / Fairness / Purity / Betrayal. While these findings are indeed intriguing, we

would like to highlight that these remain inconsistent with MFT propositions that suggest

distinctive discrimination between the “individualizing” and “binding” moral foundations.
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Figure 5. Independent correlation matrices demonstrating within and between
dimension correlations across MFCC-1 (top matrix) and MIME (bottom matrix)
ratings.
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Figure 6. Independent hierarchically clustered heatmaps demonstrating dimensional
clustering patterns across MIME and MFCC-1 ratings.
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Figure 7. Independent network representations demonstrating correlational patterns
across MIME and MFCC-1 ratings. Thicker edges and smaller inter-node distance
indicates higher correlations.
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E. Predictive Validity Analyses

Building on these findings for establishing discriminant validity, and in response to

RQ1, we further investigated the relationships between visual moral exemplification (as

measured via MFCC-1 & MIME coding schemes) and our diverse set of 24 identified

situational factors (e.g., prostitution, drugs & alcohol, police system). We believe these

exploratory analyses hold the potential to further provide empirical evidence that emphasize

the unique associations of moral variables with distinct contexts within SMID images.

Accordingly, two sets of logistic regression models were implemented using the Python

statsmodel3 0.14.0 package. The first model included MFCC-1 dimensional ratings (n = 12)

as independent variables while the second model leveraged MIME dimensional ratings (n =

10). Both models predicted unique situational factors as their binary outcome variable (1 =

present, 0 = absent). Model performance was evaluated by computing the differentials

between their respective pseudo R-squared measures.

As demonstrated in Figure 8, logistic regression models leveraging MFCC-1 ratings

exhibited superior predictive capabilities as compared to MIME models with 15/24

contextual factors being better predicted via MFCC-1 models. Interestingly, the magnitude

of explained variance differentials was also substantially greater for MFCC-1 models than

for MIME models. In particular, MFCC-1 ratings were most strongly associated with the

prediction of situational factors, inter alia, Protest / Business & Money / Health /

Discrimination / Prostitution / Military while MIME ratings were most strongly associated

with the prediction of Guns & Firearms / Government / Torture / Police System.

3 https://www.statsmodels.org
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Figure 8. Pseudo R-squared measures as derived from independent MIME and
MFCC-1 logistic regression models for predicting unique situational factors.

To evaluate the unique predictive capacity of individual MFCC-1 and MIME

dimensional ratings in predicting specific situational factors, an additional series of

independent logistic regression models were implemented. These models included the

complete set of MFCC-1 and MIME dimensional ratings (n = 22) as independent variables

and predicted unique situational factors as their binary outcome variable (1 = present, 0 =

absent). False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) was applied

for multiple hypothesis testing to control the proportion of incorrect rejections of null

hypotheses (i.e., significant false positives or Type 1 error). For reference, the least
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significant predictive dimension extracted from these analyses was observed at p-value <

0.005.

As demonstrated in Figure 9 (see Tables 10 and 11 in SM for exact coefficients), we

observe that FDR-corrected significant relationships between specific MFCC-1 dimensional

exemplification and 18 unique situational factors survived, suggesting that MFCC-1 ratings

provide a comprehensive framework that is capable of robustly detecting moral signal

across disparate contextual visual content. These include, for instance, (e.g., degradation →

drugs & alcohol, prostitution; equality & subversion → protests; inequality → immigration).

In contrast, we observe that FDR-corrected significant relationships between specific MIME

dimensional exemplification and only 8 unique situational factors survived, suggesting that

the validity of leveraging MIME ratings for MCA research remains limited given their

empirical bias towards a small group of contextual visual content. In fact, we also observe

that 6 out of the 8 situational factors amongst which MIME ratings outperform MFCC-1

ratings remain thematically similar (e.g., Government / Military / Torture / Guns & Firearms

/ Police System / Terrorism). This is not surprising given that within the theoretical

framework of theModel of Intuitive Morality and Exemplars, the strength of “moral

exemplification” within SMID images that thematically pertain to notions of violence and

organizational hierarchy might represent moral constructs that MCA coders intuitively share

a semantic understanding of. As shown in Figure 9, the “binding” dimensions remain most

frequently predictive of such visual contexts (e.g., loyalty & subversion → government;

loyalty, authority, & degradation → military; authority & subversion → police system). On

the other hand, we observe substantial heterogeneity with respect to MFCC-1 dimensions’

predictive capacities, highlighting that MFCC-1 ratings are not biased towards a particular
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situational factor in visual content and that each dimension contributes a unique explanatory

perspective within visual moral content.

Figure 9. FDR-corrected significant relationships between moral dimension
exemplification and situational factors. Green nodes indicate unique situational
factors, blue nodes represent MFCC-1 derived moral dimensions, and pink nodes
represent MIME derived moral dimensions.
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F. External Validity Analyses

Our final set of post-hoc analyses investigated whether or not MFCC-1 exhibits greater

external validity, as compared to MIME, when predicting within-foundation ratings

generated via the out-of-sample crowd coders available within the original SMID dataset.

The SMID database (n = 2941) provides rating information for each of the 5 MFT

foundations on a 1 - 5 scale (“not at all” to “very much”) across a crowd of coders (n =

2716). Each SMID image has been generally rated by 30 ~ 40 participants. SMID provides

aggregated foundation-level ratings (e.g., Care / Harm) for each of the 5 MFT foundations,

indicating the crowd - sourced respective moral signal in each image. We performed OLS
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regression analyses for evaluating which dimensional ratings, i.e., MIME or MFCC-1, were

significantly predictive of crowd-ratings as generated via SMID participants. To circumvent

concerns around suppression effects, two separate models were constructed with the

following template specification. The first set of independent variables were

foundation-relevant MFCC-1 ratings (e.g., Care / Harm) while the second set of independent

variables were their MIME counterparts. The dependent variables were the respective

aggregated foundation-level ratings (e.g., Care / Harm) for each of the 5 MFT foundations,

indicating the crowd - sourced respective moral signal in each image. Model performance

was evaluated by observing the differentials between the respective adjusted R-squared

measures acquired from each independent model. To ensure our results were consistent

across heterogeneous demographics, we further measured these predictive effects of

MFCC-1 / MIME on SMID ratings across the available subgroups of gender and political

affiliation (i.e., Male / Female, Liberal / Conservative).

Figure 10 demonstrates the comparative external predictive capacities of individual

measurement codebooks in predicting out of sample and crowd-sourced SMID codings. For

instance, we observe that MFCC-1 ratings outperform MIME ratings for predicting

crowd-sourced concerns related to Care / Harm (i.e., approximately 3 times greater

explained variance), Authority / Subversion (i.e., approximately 2 times greater explained

variance), Purity / Degradation (i.e., approximately 2 times greater explained variance), as

well as Loyalty / Betrayal (i.e., marginal yet noticeable differences in explained variance).

These effects persist robustly across gender and political affiliation subgroups demonstrating

that these external predictive capabilities are not biased towards specific demographic

subgroups (see Table 12 in SM for exact measures).𝑅
𝑎𝑑𝑗
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Figure 10. Comparative external predictive capabilities of MFCC-1 and MIME
codebooks for predicting out of sample and crowd-sourced SMID ratings.
Stratification performed along SMID participants’ self-reported gender and political
affiliations.
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Interestingly, we observe that these effects were not observed for the Fairness / Cheating

foundation and that for certain demographic subgroups (i.e., Males / Liberals) the

comparative external predictive capabilities of MIME ratings outperformed MFCC-1

ratings. This is not a surprising finding, however, as SMID ratings for these specific moral

constructs were extracted via an approach more aligned with our MIME expert coders (as

opposed to our MFCC-1 expert coders who measured for the decomposed constructs of

Equality / Inequality and Proportionality / Disproportionality). Regardless, we find it still

quite impressive that MFCC-1 ratings, despite their usage of semantically different scales,

yield explained variance measures comparable with that of MIME ratings, and for specific

demographic groups even marginally superior (i.e., Females, Conservatives). Additionally, it

is worth noting that SMID ratings were not expert-generated but instead crowd-sourced and

the simple fact that our two female liberal coders from a large southwestern American
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university were capable of predicting morality ratings extracted across a large and diverse

sample of crowd-coders remains an impressive finding and indicative of the promise of

refining measurement tools (as we initiate with MFCC-1) for future both reliable and valid

MCA research.

IV. Discussion

The goal of this paper was to demonstrate the importance of leveraging

multidimensional, as opposed to unidimensional, codebooks for MCA research. More

specifically, this paper provides, to the best of our knowledge, the first piece of empirical

evidence that supports the claim that multidimensional MCA codebooks yield

comparatively greater ICR statistics. Our post-hoc analyses also demonstrate that these even

exceed thresholds for acceptable reliability after implementing parameter relaxation

procedures that take into account the degree of coder disagreement (i.e., slight versus

severe). Additionally, this paper demonstrates the enhancement of discriminant, predictive,

and external validities when using multidimensional MCA codebooks. In doing so, we

believe that the current paper is positioned to accelerate MCA research that aims to measure

visual moral signals in comparatively more reliable and valid ways than previously

achieved. In the following discussion, we provide some explanations inspired from the

cognitive bias literature that speculatively rationalize why comparatively weaker

performance of unidimensional MCA codebooks was observed within our analyses. The

discussion below is not meant to be a comprehensive review of the influence of cognitive

biases on decision making (e.g., moral judgment or content coding tasks) but is intended to

initiate conversations that evaluate whether or not the adoption of multidimensional MCA
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codebooks can present a mechanism to mitigate psychological biases that can potentially

emerge during routine MCA coder tasks.

While our reliability analyses predicated on exact agreement protocols were unable to

approach “acceptable” thresholds, our post-hoc analyses demonstrated the interesting

trade-off between maximizing coder agreement versus minimizing coder disagreement that

MCA researchers should account for when using different codebooks. In particular, we

observed that MIME ratings were consistently associated with severe disagreements while

MFCC-1 ratings were more likely to exhibit slight disagreements. One explanation that we

can speculatively provide for these findings is that unidimensional constructs, by virtue of

their singularity, evoke binary coder perceptions and foster a cognitive environment where

rating extremity thrives. While unidimensional constructs can indeed provide

straightforward criterion for coder-task alignment, it's possible that they simultaneously

heighten the risk of multiple cognitive biases that contaminate the coding task itself. In other

words, we speculate that coders operating with unidimensional measurement tools remain

susceptible to cognitive tendencies and mental shortcuts that inadvertently shape how they

perceive and categorize content. For instance, unidimensionality in constructs can arguably

elicit confirmation bias within coders (Nickerson, 1998) which results in content codings

aligned with coders’ preexisting semantic, and not necessarily theoretical, understandings of

the construct. Accordingly, the simplicity of unidimensional constructs can encourage

coders to cognitively prioritize content features that straightforwardly validate their

previously-held schematic understandings. A theoretically-informed multidimensional

approach, on the other hand, can dissuade such biases via the introduction of different
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sub-dimensions that might not uniformly align with coders’ semantic expectations, thereby,

compelling them to evaluate their codings against specific benchmarks.

We also found that multidimensional MCA codebooks demonstrate greater discriminant

validities. For instance, MFCC-1 ratings were capable of yielding robust discrimination

between the virtuous and vicious representations of individual moral constructs, as

theoretically predicted, as well as distinguish effectively between the three categories of

autonomy, community, and divinity as posited within the taxonomic structure of ethics

(Shweder et al., 1997). Likewise, we found that MFCC-1 ratings were capable of

demonstrating unique associations between individual constructs and content categories,

thereby, reflecting enhanced predictive validities which suggest the MFCC-1 ratings are not

biased towards a particular content classification. One explanation that we can speculatively

provide for these findings is that unidimensionality in constructs can foster anchoring biases

(Furnham & Boo, 2011), where coders could potentially be categorizing content as either

perfectly fitting the initial exemplars they were trained on, or not at all. This binary

perspective can overlook nuances within the content that deviate from a rigid categorization

inadvertently distorting the holistic representation of the construct. Similarly, coders could

be influenced by the availability heuristic (Schwarz et al., 1991), leaning towards readily

available examples that match the unidimensional construct. This bias might result in a

skewed sample of content being coded, neglecting instances that do not immediately spring

to mind, potentially leading to a bias towards specific categories of content being perceived

as relevant (but not others). Multidimensional constructs counter these biases by prompting

coders to consider every relevant dimension rather than relying solely upon intuitively
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accessible exemplars thereby ensuring a more comprehensive and representative sample of

coded content.

Finally, our analyses highlighted that MFCC-1 ratings demonstrate greater external

validities, with only two female liberal coders from a large southwestern American

university predicting morality ratings extracted across a large and diverse sample of

crowd-coders. One explanation that we can speculatively provide for these findings is that

the simplicity of MIME constructs can potentially contribute towards MIME coders

inadvertently succumbing to the false consensus effect (Marks & Miller, 1987), assuming

that their perspective on the unidimensional construct is widely shared. This can lead to an

overestimation of the extent to which content aligns with the construct as well as

overconfidence, leading them to believe they possess a definitive understanding of what

constitutes a construct-code match. In contrast, the complex nature of multidimensional

constructs necessitates that coders navigate complexity and acknowledge that diverse

interpretations are possible, an objective which tempers intuitive inclinations towards

specific referentials and prompts coders to strive for moderate codings that holistically

encapsulate the obviously multifaceted nature of individual constructs.

The discussions outlined above are by no means exhaustive in nature (and neither are

they meant to be). Regardless, it is indeed hoped that these arguments encourage debate

surrounding the viewpoint that adoption of multidimensionality in MCA research can indeed

present a mechanism to mitigate psychological biases that arguably emerge when coding

traditional unidimensional MCA constructs. We argue that the nuanced, comprehensive, and

multifaceted approach intrinsic to multidimensional MCA codebooks offer a counterbalance

to the cognitive shortcuts and biases that unidimensional MCA codebooks inadvertently
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encourage. Altogether, we believe that the deliberate consideration of codebook

dimensionality will contribute to the methodological rigor and unbiased interpretation of

content analysis, enabling a more accurate and holistic understanding of visual moral

content.

V. Limitations and Future Directions

There are three major limitations inherent to this study that could benefit from

corrections in future research. First, the assessment of MCA codebooks was executed by

solely two coders for each codebook, potentially affecting the generalizability of the

findings. Variations in coder intuitions, influenced by individual perspectives and

interpretations, might have significant implications for the reliability and validity metrics

derived from the analyses. It is important to acknowledge, however, that this study operates

upon the premise that coder intuitions exert minimal influence on reliability and validity

measures. The primary focus is placed on variations inherent to the measurement tool itself,

i.e., the codebook, as the driving force behind these metrics. It is noteworthy that this

assumption aligns with established practices in conventional moral content analysis

research, where coder teams often operate in small groups. The absence of larger coder

groups in the broader field suggests a degree of confidence in this assumption. While it is

recommended for the sake of enhancing reproducibility that this study be extended to

involve a larger set of coder pairs, the current study’s assumption and design are consistent

with prevailing literature norms.

Second, in order to ensure that coders maintained expertise within a specific format of

MCA and to prevent potential confusion during the coding task of SMID 966 images, this

study assigned each coder pair to a single codebook (either MIME or MFCC-1). However,
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future investigations could benefit from adopting an experimental design in which coders

are instructed to apply both the MIME and MFCC-1 codebooks alternatively. This approach

would offer insights into the potential impacts of codebook ordering on coder behaviors and

outcomes, as well as help control for biases specific to each coder pair. By systematically

alternating between the two codebooks, researchers can evaluate potential discrepancies

arising from codebook usage order, thus enhancing the robustness and comprehensiveness

of the findings.

Finally, the multidimensional codebook proposed in this study (i.e., MFCC-1) is

explicitly acknowledged to be preliminary in its formulation. Specific components within

the codebook may necessitate revisions to refine their clarity and applicability. Notably,

items characterized by more tangible or manifest attributes, such as “defiance against

authorities,” could potentially yield greater confidence in ratings, compared to items with

more abstract or latent characteristics, like “displays of compassion towards others,” which

could invite subjective interpretations. While the current iteration of the MFCC-1 codebook

was directly adapted from the MFQ-2 questionnaire, it remains imperative to recognize that

room for improvement exists. Consequently, it is strongly recommended that forthcoming

research endeavors take on the task of refining the codebook, incorporating lessons from the

present study and building upon its insights to craft more refined and nuanced versions. This

iterative approach to codebook enhancement will undoubtedly contribute to the

advancement of MCA tools, demonstrate its potential of being leveraged in novel

content-analytic research domains (e.g., Malik et al., 2022; Youk et al., 2023), as well as

underscore our collective commitment to rigorous research practices for performing content

analytic research at large.
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